
XYVID
PRO

XYVID Pro is a webcasting software solution with a look and
feel unmatched in today's market. Our platform creates an
experience that enables participants to retain what is being
presented on screen. We are the preferred choice for
companies looking to brand themselves in the best ways. 
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Dynamic Screen Movement

Custom Look and Feel

Engagement Score

CPE (Continuing Professional Education) 

Xyvid Pro Connect

Complete Hybrid Event Solution

Keep your audience's attention by
resizing your slide and video windows 
throughout the presentation. 

Our software allows you to highlight
your brand. Everything from a fully
customizable landing page to a player
can be molded to your brand's colors. 

You have the ability to score the 
attendee on how engaged they were 
during your virtual program, and for it to 
be available in one cohesive report at the 
end of the event.

You can track time and polling requirements for
certificate-based training. Once qualified,
attendees can download it straight from the
platform. 

Our in-room mobile application allows live
meeting participants to use all engagement
features and the virtual audience in real-time.

We can also manage your in-person 
experience by leveraging our expertise 
and knowledge when it comes to
live events. 
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Global
Reach

XYVID is the perfect partner for digital
engagement, providing reliable broadcasting
and engagement to viewers around the world.
Our physical offices and cloud-based software
are strategically located to ensure seamless
support for events of any size or location. Let us
help your message resonate with an engaged
audience.
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GLOBAL COVERAGE LEADING CDN

COMPATIBILITY AND SECURITY
XYVID is compatible with all devices and
browsers. The system is built using HTML5
technology and utilizes cloud-based
environments Wowza, Azure, and Akamai for
optimal performance. Our system is SOC-
compliant, and data is securely protected. You
can ensure reliable broadcast quality for
participants by using redundant connections and
Internet service providers.

Trust XYVID for reliable global coverage and
optimal delivery of your content. Through our
partnership with Akamai, the world's largest
content delivery network, our platform
ensures a seamless viewing experience for
your virtual event, regardless of where your
viewers are located. With XYVID, you can
confidently engage with your audience
worldwide.

XYVID's strategically located physical offices
and cloud-based software ensure seamless
support for any size event in any location.
Our experienced team can manage all
aspects of your event, from pre-event
planning to post-event deliverables, and our
local presence allows us to provide quick
response times and 24/7 support for your
peace of mind.
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Event
Services

XYVID Pro is a more brilliant virtual broadcast platform that
allows viewers to experience and engage in your
presentation. Promote their involvement and retention
through our dynamic platform and Engagement Suite. Let
your brand shine with players that are customized to your
colors. All of this increases your brand name recognition
and longevity.
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Webcam Events In-Platform 

Virtual Studio Production On Location
Our production team can find and
source quality video production studio 
partners near your presenters. This allows
us the ability to recreate a broadcast-style
look for your presentation. 

Mimic the look and feel of a studio-based
broadcast, all while your presenters stay at
home. Our production team will acquire and
mix your show and encode it from one of our
production suites inside our Broadcast
Center outside Philadelphia. 

With no need to download any application
you can present straight from your browser.
All you need to do is log in to the XYVID Pro
platform, and our production team members
will move you on and off stage. They even
have the ability to put multiple presenters on
the stage at one time. 

Greet your audience from the comfort and
convenience of your home or office all while
using a video conferencing platform your
already familiar with! The production team at
XYVID can integrate your video signal into
the XYVID Pro Platform and connect you to
your attendees around the globe.
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Virtual
Events

XYVID Pro was developed with an emphasis on the
viewer experience. We want you to be able to deliver
your message with the look and feel of an enhanced
television broadcast.

Connect your
audience around

the globe!

We understand that time, travel, and transport
of necessary equipment shouldn't be a burden.
To address this need, we have different options
on where your webcast can be produced.

XYVID Webcast Studios

To create a truly memorable webcast experience
for your viewers and to enhance your brand
message, a XYVID set design can complete your
vision with a multitude of options.

Webcast Set Design Services

Our sales team will walk you through the options
that are right for your webcast production
budget. We will assist with ensuring each line
item is effectively budgeted.

Budgeting, Pre-Production & Planning

Recent Accomplishments
Accommodated client's needs to pivot traditional
studio-based events to an all virtual event.

XYVID Production Manager & Ops Directors created
a virtual studio setup leveraging mixing software to
achieve the TV look & Feel.

Engineering reimagined how signal is acquired by
creating a Signal Acquisition room with NDI
technology with redundancy built into each
production room.

Production adopted a network-based intercom
system to allow for the remote director to call their
show!

Info more :
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XYVID
Connect

Bring Your Hybrid Event to Life with Total Audience
Engagement Xyvid Pro Connect is the ultimate solution for
bridging the gap between your live and virtual event
audiences. With our innovative mobile application, you can
engage your in-room and remote attendees in real-time,
making your hybrid event truly interactive and memorable.

Engage Hybrid
Audiences
Effortlessly

Live and virtual audiences can participate in
polls, quizzes, word clouds, and more, ensuring
that 100% of your attendees are fully engaged.

One Single Report

Designed to boost audience engagement and
retention during hybrid events. With Xyvid Pro
Connect, you can be confident that your entire
audience is fully immersed in your presentation.

Enhanced Audience Engagement

Presentation specialist born from a live event
company, we bring unparalleled expertise to the
table, making your hybrid event planning and
execution effortless.

Experts in Events

Recent Accomplishments
Accommodated client's needs to pivot traditional
studio-based events to an all virtual event.

XYVID Production Manager & Ops Directors created
a virtual studio setup leveraging mixing software to
achieve the TV look & Feel.

Engineering reimagined how signal is acquired by
creating a Signal Acquisition room with NDI
technology with redundancy built into each
production room.

Production adopted a network-based intercom
system to allow for the remote director to call their
show!

Info more :
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Production
Value

XYVID can handle a number of different style
broadcasts, ranging from live (on location) events,
virtual events (streamed over the internet) and studio
productions - like that of the news, featuring multiple
camera angles, sets, and lighting! 

#PresentBetter
with XYVID

Live events take place on location with an in-
room audience where speakers and presenters
will be present! 

Live Events

Virtual events are events that run in real-time
over the internet in which speakers and
attendees are brought together via our XYVID
Pro Platform, acting as the event location. 

Virtual Events

Studio productions place all speakers and
presenters in one, professional, TV studio
environment and broadcasts, over the web, to
audiences around the globe! 

Studio Production

Highlights
XYVID provides all necessary gear for streaming
and runs two simultaneous streams for
redundancy.

Partnered with studios through the country in order
to remain convenient for your presenters and
event.

Can handle all A/V needs for live, in-person, events
from rigging to screen displays and lighting. 

A XYVID Webcast Engineer and Producer assigned
to, and placed, your show at all times, including pre
and post show business. 

Info more :
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Creative
Services

XYVID's Creative Services department handles all of
the daily graphic, design, video, and HTML projects
that come in, company-wide! 

#PresentBetter
with Creative

Services

Post-production work for videos that need
touching up or full segments removed as well
as using creative assets to piece together
graphics and original content. 

Video Editing Services

Customization of emails, landing pages, and
platform players - unique to your branding

Custom HTML

The XYVID team can handle anything from
streaming, and shooting to lighting,, editing,
and beyond!

Corporate Video Production

Highlights
Rush Edits completed within 48 hours of your
show's completion. 

4K video quality, professional lighting and audio for
all video shoots. 

HTML pages fully branded to your company,
including logos and color schemes.

Dedicated team of professionals with a multitude
of experience in various creative backgrounds. 
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